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In the past twenty-five years the place of arithmetic in
the elementary school curriculxam and the subject matter to be
taught in the primary grades has been the subject of much
discussion* During these years there have been many changes*
Certain psychological factors and steps in the learning
process which must be considered in order to get the best re-
sults for the time and effort expended, have been emphasized*
Meanings—Brownell^ states that meanings should be
taught in arithmetic as they facilitate learning and increase
chance of transfer* Meaningful arithmetic is better retained
and more easily rehabilitated than mechanically learned
arithmetic*
2Buckingham finds that in the past the movement has been
to adopt the child to the material, not the material to the
child* The subject matter has remained fixed and the curricu-
lum in grades one and two has been heavily weighted with
abstract material* Hurrying the child too quickly to the
abstract causes failure and unfortunate attitudes*
^Brownell
,
Wm* A*, "When is Arithmetic Meaningful?” Journal
of Educational Research Vol. XXXVIII (March 1945) p* 494.
^Buckingham, B* R*
,
"When to begin the teaching of Arithmetic"










2Stretch^ reports that the psychological theory that
learning consists in the formation of bonds between specific
stimuli and equally specific responses has been the cause of
continued drill, although most psychologists now emphasize
other factors than repetition as the real determiners of
learning. She says, "Drill does increase speed and accuracy
in a reaction, but if a learner does not understand what he is
learning before the drill, he will not understand after drill.”
Stone^ says, "Since the purpose of drill is to fix by
repetition something previously comprehended, it is evident
that drill should follow, not precede adequate experience and
understanding.
"
Riess^ and Stretch agree that number combinations are not
really facts but generalizations or abstract truths of wide
application. It takes a child time to arrive at generaliza-
|
tions. He must notice likenesses and differences in various
|
situations. He must be provided with experiences where he I
can discover generalizations for himself. This first dis-
i
covery is easiest with concrete materials, and one discovery
is not enough. The value of these generalizations must be-




"The Value and Limitations of Drill in









3Riess, Anita, "The Meaning of "Meaningful” teaching of
Arithmetic" Ej.ementyy School Journal XLV. Sept. 1944, p* 31«
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Number Knowledge of Pre -School Children—Many children
have considerable knowledge of number before entering school.
MacLatchy^ states that number as a school subject differs
from others in that the first important steps are taken by the
learner himself without the aid of a teacher.
Counting, recognition of aggregates and combining aggre-
gates are learned in that order according to the findings of
McLaughlin. 2 Rote counting is slightly ahead of rational
counting.
Stotlar^ tested nineteen children of ages from fifty to
sixty-nine months. She finds that they have a definite con-
sciousness and understanding of number before entering school.
They have numerous out-of-school uses for number and number
experiences should be provided for them.
Brownell^ finds that a child often knows the meaning of
one-half, one-third, one-fourth, when he comes to school. A
study of fractions in the first two grades, he feels should be
^MacLatchy, Josephine H.
,
"Number Abilities of First Grade
Children", Childhood Education XI, May 1935, p. 346.
McLaughlin, Katherine L., "Number Ability of Preschool
Children" Childhood Education XI, May 1935, p* 352.
^Stotlar, Carolyn, "Arithmetic Concepts of Preschool Children"
Elementary School Journal XLVI, p. 345*
^Op. Cit. p. 4^6.
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concrete as half a pie, etc. There should be little abstract
computation.
Woody^ gave an inventory test to determine the arithmetic
backgrounds of young children before the introduction of
formal instructions in arithmetic. His conclusions are as
follows
:
1. Children possess much ability in the elementary
processes of arithmetic even before the time of
beginning formal instruction.
2. The knowledge possessed is not limited to count-
ing and adding simple combinations but includes
an elementary knowledge of fractions, United
States money, units of various types of measure-
ment and the understanding of the processes used
in simple verbal problems.
3 . Extended inventory tests designed to show not
only goals but also methods employed in attain-
ing goals should be given before beginning
formal instruction, if it is to be adapted to
individual needs.
4. Methods of attaining the solution must be con-
sidered in interpreting the significance of a
given attainment.
5 . A small but persistent tendency exists for boys
to make a slightly greater percentage of
correct responses than girls.
Arithmetic Programs—Although a considerable knowledge
of number is possible before a child enters school, a definite
program in arithmetic is essential.
%oody, Clifford, ”The Arithmetic Backgrounds of Young
Children” Journal of Educational Research XXIV Oct. 1931.
p. IS9 .
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Buckingham^ states that the material offered should be
based on two criteria: (1) Is the child ready for it? and
(2) Is it socially useful to his present and later life?
He says, "Never can a satisfactory course in arithmetic be
provided without being planned and systematically pursued.”
Arithmetic is organized and sequential. It needs systematic,
regular, planned approach but it does not mean formal work is
necessary. If the teaching of arithmetic is postponed to a
higher grade the learning which should take place in school
is turned over to out-of-school life; that is, the field of
concrete arithmetic lying between counting and the manipula-
tion of abstract numbers may be done in a haphazard, incom-
plete way: in school it is done in an orderly manner.
Overman^ agrees with Buckingham that it is best to plan
to teach some number work in grade one. He says that it should
be done informally and thinks that no arithmetic is better
than a drill course in the first grade.
Brownell^ states that the teacher must identify essential
meanings and then devise the best possible learning activities
^Buckingham, B. R.
,
"When to begin the teaching of Arithmetic"
Childhood Education XI, IVIay 1935, p» 341-343*
^Overman, J. R.
,
Principles and Methods of Teaching Arithmetic
Lyons and Carnahan, New York, 1925 p* 5U-24-
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and arrange them wisely. The learner must be made to see the
need of the meanings he is to acquire and must then engage in
the experiences which are appropriate to their development.
Beattie^ says that by limiting the work in the elementary
grades to those processes which are useful and by insisting
on one hundred per cent mastery of them, the needs of society
will be met. A child should study arithmetic in reference to
his social environment, not as an isolated thing.
Another thought is offered by Deans^ when she states that
arithmetic properly taught should be to the primary child a
series of happy, fascinating, yet educative experiences.
Bentley^ also speaks of the value of social arithmetic and
states that social arithmetic will prepare the child to meet
similar situations more intelligently and with better judgment,
outside school now and later.
MacLatchy^ feels that the child who enters school with
little or no number experience is under a serious handicap.
^Beattie, Louise, "Analysis and Evaluation of Standardized
Tests in Arithmetic," Unpublished Ed. M. Thesis, Boston
University, School of Education. 1933* p» 1^9 > P* 7*
^Deans, Edwina, "Materials and Methods," Childhood Education
XI, May 1935, p. 359-366.
o
^Bentley, E. M. "Working out Number Opportunities which can be
developed in a Typical Kindergarten Class," Unpublished Ed.
M. Thesis, Boston University, School of Education, 1941, p«47«
^MacLatchy, Josephine H.
,
"Seeing and Understanding in Niimber"
Elementary School Journal XLV. p. 145-147*
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She finds that the child who starts in school life short on
number experiences, no matter how bright, is not likely to
overcome this handicap unless some teacher conscientiously
tries to help him. The usual school work in introducing num-
ber does not give enough repetitions for him to acquire
adequate mastery, and he cannot profit by group instruction.
Earliest steps in number, to be understood, require many
repetitions.
Mahoney^ worked with a group of forty-two first grade
children in a congested district in Boston. She finds that by
using units based on situations familiar to the child, such
as a toy store, the paper boy, a grocery store, and others,
the teacher can lay a foundation of understanding and inter-
pretation of number situations.
Quattlander also reports the unit system satisfactory
in her work with eighteen second grade children in a small
town. Expense accounts were kept over a period of four months
with daily or weekly items noted as needed, both addition and
subtraction being used. She feels that this unit was profita-
ble because it was a real situation and because drill
^Mahoney, Olive G.
,
“Extending First Grade Experience in
Numbers,” Unpublished Ed. M. Thesis, Boston University 193^»
2Quattlander, Elizabeth, “Replacing Systematic Drill with In-
formal Units in Second Grade Arithmetic,” Unpublished Ed. M.
Thesis, Boston University, 1935*
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procedure was shortened and less difficult due to the real
experience.
The objectives of the teacher of arithmetic are three
fold according to Overman.^ She should: (1) Present new
knowledge; (2) Fix in mind and make habitual and automatic
knowledge already presented; and (3) Develop in the pupils the
ability to apply this knowledge to concrete life situations.
Drill has an important part to play in teaching of
arithmetic but it should always follow understanding, according
to Stretch,^ who goes on to say that "while drill yields no
insight into numbers and cannot make arithmetic meaningful it
does assist the pupil to form efficient habits of number
manipulation and to keep these habits at a high level of use-
fulness. Used for these purposes to which it is truly adapted
drill must always remain an essential feature in primary
number instruction." Games may also be used for drill, and
drill in this form is often more interesting.
Problems also have an important place in the teaching of
aritlimetic as stated by Wilson, Stone and Dalrymple,^ who say
^Overman, J. R.
,
Principles and Methods of Teaching Arithmetic .
Lyons and Carnahan, New ifork, 19^5
• P* kT"*





and Dalrymple, E. D., Teaching
the New Arithmetic
.
McGraw Hill Book Co., N. Y. 1939* P* 5l7*
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that the purpose of problem units in the lower grades is the
extension of meaning and experience, and in the upper grades
the development of judgment.
These studies indicate the need for meaningful material
in teaching arithmetic, and show that young children have
many experiences out of school with numbers. Therefore the
purpose of this paper is to provide materials to make a second
grade arithmetic program meaningful.
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It is the purpose of this study to plan a series of
situations, exercises and drills, to supplement a second grade
course of study in arithmetic.
The following subject matter is outlined in the course
of study for the second grade.
”1. Review work taught in first grade.
2. Counting, reading, writing numbers to one hundred.
3. Addition and subtraction from ten to twenty.
4* Counting by two’s to twenty.
5- Counting by fives and tens to one hundred.
6. Simple problems consisting of one step.
7* Addition and subtraction of columns without borrow-
ing or carrying.
S. Roman Numerals through twelve.
9.
The ordinals to ten.
10. Reading and associating number words from one to
twenty.
11. Telling time.
12. Comparison: large-small; high-low; long-short;
more-less; tall-short; many-few.
13* Money: cent, penny, nickel, dime and quarter.
14* Measurement: dozen; pint; quart; inch; foot; days
of the week.”
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The material used in the following exercises is based
upon the work to be covered in the second grade (arithmetic)
as stated in the arithmetic outline. It is as follows:
1. Review work taught in first grade.
2. Counting, reading and writing numbers to one hundred.
3 . Addition and subtraction from ten to twenty.
4* Counting by two*s to twenty.
5 . Counting by fives and tens to one hundred.
6. Simple problems consisting of one step.
7« Addition and subtraction of columns without borrowing
or carrying.
S. Roman numerals through twelve.
9
.
The ordinals to ten.
10. Reading and associating number words from one to
twenty.
11. Telling time.
12. Comparison: large-small; high-low; long-short;
more-less; tall-short; many-few.
13 • Money: cent, penny, nickel, dime and quarter.
14« Measurement: dozen; pint; quart; inch; foot; days
of week.
The first grade curriculum in arithmetic includes
visualization of groups of objects without recourse to count-
ing, some comparison concepts not included in the second grade
list: big-little, near-far, over-under, top-bottom, front-
behind; and facts of numbers one to ten. Other items on the
list are included in the second grade curriculum and are
therefore not listed here.
While the course of study tells the material to be
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this material shall be presented. In abstract form number
combinations are of little interest to the pupil. He may-
question why speed and accuracy are necessary, but if they are
presented in a situation in which he has an active part, the
number concepts will take on new meaning and learning will be
facilitated. Concrete experiences are therefore very impor-
tant, A study of local situations was made to see which ones
could be utilized in this program.
The following six situations were selected to be used:
1, The school cafeteria
2, Weighing and measuring
3, The school bank
4* Trains and telling time
5* The postoffice
6, The store.
Each one of these situations was considered separately to
see what part of the arithmetic outline is included, and a
careful check was made so that no part of the outline was
omitted.
First the school cafeteria will be considered. The
cafeteria is in another building and the children line up by
two’s and are taken to the cafeteria in a patrol by sixth
graders. At first the children are counted one by one, but
later they are counted by two’s and the class finds that it
takes much less time that way. Frequently between thirty and
forty children go from the building.
The cafeteria offers a twenty cent special each day.
Then there are some children who go to the cafeteria for milk
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Aside from these two situations the items most frequently pur-
chased are soup, sandwiches, cookies or cake when on the menu,







Bread and Peanut Butter
Milk 20^
Stuffed Peach Salad and Buttered Roll 15^
Beef Noodle Soup 7i^










Milk — — 5^
The second situation used is weighing and measuring the
children. This occurs three times a year. The scale is
brought into the schoolroom. Inch markings on the stand are
compared to the markings on rulers and the yard stick, and
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School banking was introduced in January, and about
three-fourths of the class took advantage of this opportunity
to save money. Deposits must be made in multiples of five.
This presents an opportunity to count money and become
familiar with coins. Discussions of money in connection with
banking may increase the pupils » working knowledge gained
from experiences in the cafeteria and at home.
A trip to the railroad station is used to bring out
several important reasons for knowing how to tell time. The
time the train leaves, how long it takes a person to get to
the station, and vdien the train will arrive at its destination
are a few of these situations.
Many children come to school in buses. They need to
know what time the bus calls. Other reasons they may want to
know the time are: when to get up; when school starts;
lunch time; time to go home; dinner time; time for a favorite
radio program; bedtime. This can be correlated with the
health program.
The schoolroom clock has Roman Numerals. A comparison
of this clock with others provides a good reason for knowing
the Roman Numerals.
The social studies curriculum offers opportunities to
make arithmetic meaningful and may include a trip to the post
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selling stamps; weighing packages; the time to get the mail to
the train; the mailman must read the numbers on the houses;
the time stamped on the postmark.
Trips to the store, games on the playground and at home
provide additional situations requiring knowledge of number
and problems which the child must solve.
The order in which the exercises are presented in this
workbook is based upon the subject with which it is associated:
the cafeteria first, then weighing and measuring, the school
bank, trains and telling time, the post office, the store and
finally miscellaneous sources. Of course many items of the
curriculum could be used in all of the groups, but for the
purpose of this paper they will be used in the situation in
which they are most frequently found, with only a few over-
lappings. All types of work-sheets will be included but many
more repetitions than are presented here will be necessary
before all children will have mastered the work.
Aims
Certain aims have been kept in mind in planning the
exercises. They are:
1. To develop ability to use the one hundred addition
and subtraction facts accurately and to count by
fives and tens to one hundred and by twos to twenty.
2. To develop a working knowledge of the mechanics of
telling time.
3 . To develop reasoning power through ability to solve
simple one-step problems based on everyday happenings.
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4. To develop the meanings and use of cent, nickel,
dime, quarter, pint, quart, dozen, vrtiich will be met
in out-of-school life as well as in the classroom.
5 . To develop a vocabulary commensurate with the needs
of second grade Arithmetic.
In brief, then, the exercises, games and drills included
in these pages, show some ways in which the material outlined
in the curriculum may be presented so that it will be more
meaningful to the child and learning will be facilitated.
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Chapter Three
THE WORKBOOK
At the very beginning of the workbook pages reviewing
certain work covered in the first grade curriculum are found.
The following pages are arranged according to the subjects
under consideration. Each section is introduced by a dis-
cussion with the group. This discussion indicates one way in
which the material which follows might be introduced to a
group. However, it is not necessary to use this specific
introduction in order to use the workbook pages.
Under each heading a general pattern is followed. This
includes: a planned oral discussion, problems based on the
particular situation, a check sheet with the number combina-
tions involved, other problems using the same number concepts
and a second check sheet with material from the second grade
outline which has been covered in this set of experiences.
In all cases when one combination is involved, the related
ones are also taught. For example, if 6 is used, 5 11 11
zi
are introduced at the same time.
Following the heading on School Banking there are work
sheets vdiich will review material used up to that time and
also check the addition and subtraction facts which are in-
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All material in the Arithmetic Curriculum is included in
the workbook pages. The specific heading under which the
various items are introduced is indicated below.
Cafeteria
Money: cent, penny, nickel, dime, quarter
Counting by two’s to tvrenty
Comparison: more-less
Problems of one step
Addition and subtraction of the following:
5 13 13 6 14 14
ii zi zi M zi zi
7 5 12 12 7 B 15 15
iZ zi zZ fZ zi zZ
6 9 15 15 7 14
fi +6 z2 zi ±Z zZ
Weighing and Measuring






Comparisons: long-short, high-low, tall-short
Problems of one step
Addition and subtraction of the following:
3 8 11 11 6 5 11 11
ii il zi zi ±i ±6 zi zi
9 3 12 12 16
±i z2 z2 ±i zi
«
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School Banking
Counting by fivers and ten»s to one hundred
Counting, reading and writing numbers to one hundred
Reading and associating number words from one to twenty
Problems of one step
Addition and subtraction of the following:
d 4 12 12
dt zi
Trains and Telling Time
Telling Time
Roman Numerals
Days of the week
The ordinals to ten
Problems of one step
The Post Office
Problems of one step
Addition and subtraction of the following:
7 9 16 16 d 9 17 17H iZ z2 zZ ±i ii z2 zi
9 5 14 14 4 9 13 13
ii i£ zi zi +i dL =1 =k
6 7 13 13 7 4 11 11
±Z *6 zZ z6 id iZ =k zZ
The Store
Measurement: quart, pint, dozen
Comparisons: many few
Problems on one step
Addition and subtraction of the following:
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After a long slimmer vacation a review of the previous
yearns work is always necessary before the introduction of new
material. The length of time required for this review varies
greatly with the individual class. The following pages, then,
are not meant to be a thorough review of the first grade
curriculum, but are samples of the types of check sheets which
may be used. They cover the follov/ing headings: number
groupings, reading and writing numbers to one hundred, sequence
of numbers and reading and writing number names up to and
including ten*
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Color in the boxes that do not tell the right number of
dots at the top of the row.










one two three four five
one four one two five
two two three four four
one three four three two
four five three four five
one one two one three
five two three two one
*1 lo 'lecfaiim ^riaJtT :t6a oh iads cexod ©d^t. rti noIoO
' ^
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Write in the missing nximbers.
1 2 4 7 10
11 13 15 16 IS 19 20
22 24 25 27 29 30
II
31 33 35 36 3^ 39
!
41 42 44 46 47 4S 50
!|
52 53 54 56 57 59
61 63 65 66 6g 70
71 73 75 77 79
















Under each number write its name*
7 9 4 3 6
1
I
1 5 10 2 ^
Write the right number on each line,
nine five six one three
two four eight ten seven
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Write the name of each number
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CAFETERIA
The following are the items from the outline v^ich will
be covered under this heading.
Money: cent, penny, nickel, dime, quarter
Counting by two*s to twenty
Comparison: more-less
Problems of one step
Addition and subtraction of the following:
5 13 13 6 14 14M ii zi zi 16 z6 zi
7 5 12 12 7 15 15
±i ±Z zl zZ M IZ zi zZ
6 9 15 15 7 14
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Sally, you brought some money for the cafeteria today.
How much did you bring? Two nickels and a dime. What is
this? (Holds up a nickel) If you took it to the bank and asked
for pennies, how many pennies would you get? Five
—
yes, a
nickel is worth five pennies. It says five cents right on it.
We could show it this way:
5 pennies r 1 nickel
What is this other piece of money? (Holds up a dime)
A dime. How much is a dime worth? Yes, ten cents. Can you
make a picture story like the one we made for the nickel
showing how many pennies equal a dime?
10 pennies m 1 dime
Can you think of any other way we can have ten cents?
T
We know we can have ten pennies and we can have one dime.
Yes, we can have two nickels because five and five are ten
That»s right. Let»s make the picture story.
i
1' sd;t -col v^norci smoa ^rfsi/O'rd uox
cJ' cfsrfW .oiiub B bnfi sl93foJfcn ovrT x/o^c bxb rfoifln v;oH
*jb6*:>»£B ba.i ^insd adj od xi b xjo^f ,*il ( Xoiloin 6 ciJU" ebloH) ?exfl^
B — avi*^ xjov bIi;ow esinnsq wotf ^sO-aifieq 'loJ:
.J1 no cffiaXa e.tn3o $vn bx£s dl . a^xnnoq^ovXl ric^iov/ eb Is^Iobn
y
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(ombb 9 qa sbXoH) T^oxxo™ Boexq ^sd:to ebdcT sb bGifd
BOX nfiO *adneo asd ^aeY ?rid'iow smbb b b1 doum woH .smbb A
Isjloifi 0dS 'so'i ebstn 9w ©no ©riJ ©i(xX ©'luboxq s ojlBia
?©wbb 9 laupo sBirmoq Yxxsni woxf ^bwode
stfrib X » eebnnaq OX
^sbnao svaii nfi© ©v/ T:&d^o ^cs lo ^inbrib i/oy neO
,asibb ©no ovjsrf xibo svx^bnn eabnftoq U9b evBd hbo Qw woni ©W
, rfsb ©'xs ©vbl bfi;B svbb senBoad eXa^iobn ovrb ©ysri xiso ©w ,e©y




50 4- 5^ = 1 dime
There is still another way we can have ten cents. Can
you find it? Yes, Johnny has it—a nickel and five pennies.
Make a picture story of it.
How much money does Sally have in all? Let»s count it
together; ten, fifteen, twenty—twenty cents.
Now, on your desks with toy money make picture stories
of all the ways you can have ten cents. Tomorrow we will
talk about the money that Carol brought for the cafeteria.
Next day :
This is what Carol brought. Who can tell us what it is?
A quarter. Yes, how much is a quarter? Twenty-five cents.
How can we make a picture story showing the number of cents
or pennies in a quarter? Let»s put them on the board.
How many in that row?
How many more?
How many are left?^
m^,V
* dmlb I = 4
xieC) ,s^a9o a&S 9Vfixi nso ew \&\f i^rfcTonB IIxc^s el 9^9flT
.89lnn9q' £»y±l bnB I^jrfolxi jb
—
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; ’ :yb& JxaM
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How many nickels are there in twenty-five cents? Put
your pennies in piles of five and the number of piles will
show you how many there are. Do you have the answer? Yes,
five is right.
How many dimes can you use? Does it come out just
right? No. If you use two dimes hov/ much do you have?
Twenty cents is right. How much more do you need? Add a
nickel to your dimes. Now what do you have? You should have
twenty-five cents. Two dimes and a nickel are twenty-five
cents, ^
There are several ways you can have twenty-five cents.
Can you make four of them in picture stories on your desks?
?a:rnoo svn-vctnswcJ' nl eiedcf 3*1b el.B^Iola \n£jn v/oH
XIi;v BBllq Iq 'iscfmuri qjclX bns svil lo aoixq ni edinnoq rujox
(BoY ?':9v/sfic ^dJ evsd uox oQ .9'ib oieriJ' ^neur wori uox worle
ctei/j; Juo 9xaoo‘ ctj; eaoCI i’seii' uox eeuixl) *
?svjsfl uox rioiJitt wcxl aomXb ovTsJ oau uox .of!
'
B bbA ?boen uox ob O'lom doom woH Si aSnoo x^uevT
9VBii bluode uoY : ?svBd uox ob wsrbr wqH .*}9£ffib “^uox od lo^oxc
evn-x^uowd. o'lB l&^olu jH'Mb aamxb ovrT .BcTnso evl%-xdrtmil




?ajlf.9b 'iiiOX no ediioXg: s'li/cfolq nX lo 'ix/o'x djffiffi-trov nfiO
One day a few weeks after school started, Jane said,
’^There were so many cafeteria people today it took me a long
time to count them.” How many were there? Yes, forty-two
is a lot. Can any of you think of a shorter way to count the
children? Let’s look here at the board. If v/e write the
numbers in a row as we always do, 1, 2, 3> 4, 5> 6, etc., it
is going to take a lot of room on the blackboard to do it.
But you do not go over to the cafeteria in a single line,
you have a partner—so let’s put the numbers together so each
number will have a partner. 13579 11 They do not take
2 4 6 g 10 12
up as much room that way do they? If we count the children
or the numbers in the row nearest to us what do we have?
Yes, 2 4 6 ^ 10 12. Now we are counting by two’s, and
it is much faster, isn’t it?
Counting by two’s can you count the number of shoes in
your row? Tomorrow let’s try to count the cafeteria people
by two’s. Shirley, you see if you can count them by two’s
and Ann you help her if she needs it. Jack, you count them
by one’s so we will compare the answers.
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Now, let»s look at the Menu.
Here is the menu for today.
SPECIAL





Sliced Egg Salad and Buttered Roll 150
Tomato Rice Soup 70
Haddock a la King on Mashed Potatoes—150
Buttered Carrots 70
Sandwiches







Write the answer on each line.
1. Alice is going to buy the Special and a hermit. How much
money does she need?
2. Jack pays 70 for soup and S0 for a Hoodsie and a hermit
for dessert. How much does he pay?
3. Mary has 150* She spends S0 for dessert. How much does
she have left?
4* Bill has a sandwich, milk, and a Hoodsie for his lunch.
How much does he spend?
5* David has 100. He buys some hot soup. How much does he
have left?
6. Bob wants soup and a sandwich this noon. How much must
he pay for his lunch?
'r,
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Tossed Salad and Buttered Roll 15^
Chicken Rice Soup
Hamburg Shortcake 150











Write the answer on each line.
1. Helen wants mixed vegetables and an orange. How much
will she spend?
2. Billy has 15 cents. He spends 7 cents for pudding. What
does he have left?
3. Carol has a quarter. She buys the Special. What will
she have left?
4* Jack buys an orange and milk to go with his lunch. How
much does he spend?
5. Doris has a dime. She buys some milk. How much does she
6. For her lunch Barbara gets soup and pudding. How much
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Sou pLa r, Ice Cream Fr u •t
u>4- s<f.
Write the answer on each line.
Each of these children had a dime.
Alice bought milk. Her change was
Dick bought a sandwich. His change was
Nancy bought pudding. Her change was
_
Mary bought ice cream. Her change was
Billy bought a cookie. His change was
Jane bought a sandwich and milk. She spent
Ann bought a cookie and milk. She needed
Sally bought a sandwich and ice cream. She spent
Bob wanted fruit and a sandwich. He needed
Helen bought soup and a sandwich. She spent
Each of these children had 15^
•
George spent for a sandwich. He had left.
Sandra spent 9^* She had left.
Peter spent 60. He had left.
David spent 70 • He had left.
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Cafeteria Check List 1
5 14 a 7 12 10
M ±2 iZ zZ zi
2 g 3 14 10
M ii ±Z zi ±Z
15 4 13 g 15 10
i6 ii zi zi
7 10 7 13 10 15
±i rZ ii zi zi z2
14 6 10 7 12 6
i£ zi ii zi ii
6 15 9 10 5 5









Write the answer on each line
1. Bob is 14 years old. Mary is 7 years old. How much
older than Mary is Bob?
2. Bill wants to buy a book for 14 cents. He has only
6 cents. How much more does he need?
3. Jack had 7 marbles and Jim had 7 marbles. How many
marbles did they have in all?
4. Mary had 12 cents. Ann had 5 cents. Ann had
cents less than Mary.
5. Sally has 7 black rabbits and 5 white rabbits. In all
she has rabbits.
6. Jane has 14 balloons. She has strings for 8 of them.
How many more strings does she need?
7. Peter sold 8 tickets. Ann sold 6 tickets. Together
they sold tickets.
8. Dick has 12 cars on his train. Joe has 7 cars on his
train. Dick has more cars than Joe.
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Write the answer on each line
I
1. Sally put six blocks in one pile. Then she put eight
blocks in another pile. She had blocks in all.
2. Bill has 13 marbles. Eight of them are red. The rest are
blue. Hov/ many are blue?
3« Ann saw 5 chickens in one box and 7 chickens in another
box. How many chickens were there?
4« Sally had 13 cents for the cafeteria. She spent 5 cents
for ice cream. V/hat did she have left?
5. Mary put S spoons on one side of the table and 7 spoons on
the other side of the table. How many spoons were on the
table?
6. Polly spent 5 cents for ice cream and S cents for cookies.
How much money did she spend?
?• John made his top spin 13 times. Bill made his spin S
times. Bill made his top spin times less than
John^s top.
S. Mother put 7 dresses on the line. Then she put some
stockings on it. There were 15 pieces on the line. How
many stockings were there?
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Write the answer on each line
1* The farmer had 7 cows in one pasture and S cows in another
pasture. How many cows did the farmer have?
2. David had 15 cents. He put 6 cents in one pocket.
What did he put in the other pocket?
3* Bobby saw 9 monkeys at the zoo. He saw 6 bears, too.
I
How many animals did Bobby see?
4* Jane has 15 new baby chicks. Eight were black. The
others were yellow. How many were yellow?
5.
Betty cut out 6 paper dolls one day. She cut out 9 more
the next day. How many paper dolls did Betty have then?
6. There were 15 trees in Billyhs yard. Nine trees were
little. How many big trees were in Billyhs yard?
7. Jimmy had 5 pennies in one pocket and a dime in the
other. How much money did he have in all?
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Cafeteria—Final Check
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Write the answers on each line.
1. David had 4 goats. Each goat gave 2 quarts of milk. How
much milk did David get?
2# Mary had two dimes and a nickel. How much money did she
have?
3* Patty had two dimes. Polly had one dime. Which girl had
less? How much more did Patty have?
4* Doris had a dime. She spent 6 cents. VJhat did she have
left?
5« Bob had a nickel in one pocket and 5 pennies in the other*
How much did he have in all?
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WEIGHING AND I-zIEASURING
The following are the items from the outline which will
be covered under this heading.
Addition and subtraction of columns without
borrowing or carrying
Measurement: inch, foot
Comparisons: long-short, high-low, tall-short
Problems of one step
Addition and subtraction of the following:
3 11 11 6 5 11 11
ii zi zl il 16 zl =1
9 3 12 12 16
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Weighing and Measuring
II
Today we are going to weigh and measure each one of you.
Some of you have scales at home. You may not weigh just the
same on this one because your weight varies a little with the
time of day. Clothes make some difference, too. Carol,
take off your shoes and let*s see how much they weigh. David,
take off your boots and we will see how much they weigh.
Do you think they will be heavier than Carol’s shoes? Carol,
your shoes weigh about a pound. Now, David, where are yours?
My, they weigh over three pounds. Hov/ much lighter than yours
do Carol’s weigh? Yes, two pounds. What do you think we had
better do, then, when we are weighed? ”We must take off our
shoes or the numbers will not be right.”
Look at this standard on the scale. What are the little
marks on it? What do they mark? ”How tall we are.” What
else do you have that shows how long or how tall something is?
Your ruler does. The little marks on it show the inches.
How many inches are there on your ruler. Yes, your ruler is
twelve inches long. The ruler is also called a foot ruler
because in measuring, a foot is twelve inches long.
We read in The Dutch Twins
.
by Lucy Fitch Perkins, that
Kit and Kat have to be four and a half feet high before they
can be called by their real names. Let’s see if anyone in the
room is four and a half feet high. The stand on the scale
agx*lU3 50M
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shows height in inches and tv/elve inches is the sarae as one
foot. If we hold four of our foot rulers on top of the other
we can measure four feet. Let»s see how many inches that is:
That*s right it is 4^ inches.
Is there anyone who can tell us how much half a foot is?
Our rulers are one foot long. How long is half the ruler?
You think it is six inches. Put your thumb at the number six
and count the inches on the rest of the ruler. Are there six?
Yes, six inches is half a foot. Then we must add 6 inches to
our 4^ inches to find out how many inches there are in four
and one-half feet. Starting with 4^ let us count six more.
49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54 • Yes, 54 inches is four and a half
feet.
Now if we want to measure some one and had no scale
stand to use what could we do? It is pretty hard to hold the
rulers straight. Can you think of something else we could
use to measure? Yes, the yard stick. That is longer.
Sally, you and Sandy and David put your rulers on the yard
stick and see how long it is. It is just as long as 3 rulers?
Then it is 3 feet long. So v/e can use it in place of 3
rulers.

Choose three tall people in the room and we will measure
them with the yard stick and a ruler. That will show us
four feet. If they are over four feet will have to hold
another ruler up to see how many inches over four feet they
are. Hold the rulers and yard stick against the wall and it
is easier. Then we will check their height on the scale
stand to see if it is the same as you have measured* Jane is
50 inches. Jimmy is 51 inches. Helen is 53 inches. Are any
of them as tall as Kit and Kat have to be? How much more does
each one have to grow?
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Write the answer on each line.
T
1* Jane weighs 6S pounds. Last fall she weighed 62 pounds.
How much has she gained?
2. David weighs 59 pounds. He weighs six pounds more than
Ann. How much does Ann weigh?
3. Sally is 42 inches tall. Jean is 47 inches tall. How
much shorter is Sally than Jean?
4. Caroles desk is 20 inches high. Jimmy »s desk is 24 inches
high. How much lower is Carol’s desk than Jimmy’s?
5. Shirley weighs 52 pounds. Peter weighs 76 pounds. Which
one weighs more? How much more?
6. Jack weighed 41 pounds. He gained 4 pounds. Now how much
does he weigh?
7. Gordon weighed 59 pounds. He lost five pounds when he
was sick. How much does he weigh now?
6. Nancy is 4S inches tall. Three years ago she was 41 inches
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V/rite the answer on each line
1. Three years ago Wayne weighed 1+2 pounds. He has gained 6
pounds. Now he weighs
.
2. Mary is 1+0 inches tall. Helen is 5 inches taller. How
tall is Helen?
3. Betty is 6l inches tall. She wants to be 67 inches tall.
How much must she grow?
4* Last year Peter was 44 inches tall. He has grown 3 inches.
Now he is inches tall.
5. Arthur was very fat. He weighed 9^ pounds. He lost 21+
pounds. Now he weighs pounds.
6. Together Peggy and Paul weigh 109 pounds. Peggy weighs
47 pounds. How much does Paul weigh?
7* Carol weighs 35 pounds. Her brother weighs Sl+ pounds.
Together they weigh pounds.
B. Billy weighs 57 pounds. The baby weighs 23 pounds. Billy
weighs pounds more than the baby.
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Write the answer on each line.
1. Johnny’s ruler is one foot long. How many inches long is
his ruler?
2. Johnny’s desk is one foot and 3 inches wide. How many
inches wide is his desk?
3. I4ary’s balloon string is 6 feet long. Bob’s string is
11 feet long. How much longer is Bob’s string?
4* Jane’s pencil is 5 inches long. When it was new it was ^
inches long. She has used inches.
5. Barbara’s big doll is 16 inches tall. Her little doll is
S inches tall. How much shorter is the little doll?
6. Betty has a doll 9 inches tall. June’s doll is 12 inches.
How much taller is June’s doll than Betty’s?
7« Sally’s baby sister weighs 24 pounds. Billy’s little
brother weighs 35 pounds. V/hich baby weighs less?
How much less?
S. Peter is 43 inches tall. His brother is 69 inches tall.
Which boy is taller? How much taller?
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Write the answer on each line
!• A man had 16 sheep. He sold How many did he have
left?
2. Dick has 11 cents. He is going to buy a ball for 5 cents*
How much will he have left?
3* Monday Joe saw ^ airplanes. Tuesday he saw S more. How
many did he see both days?
4* Betty had 11 apples. She gave some away. She has 6 left.
She gave away apples*
5* Alice is coloring 3 pictures. Jerry is coloring S
pictures. How many pictures will be colored then?
6. Betty has 3 blue ribbons and 3 red ribbons. How many
ribbons does she have in all?
7* Jack is 3 years old. He can have a bicycle when he is
11 years old. How many years must he wait?
3, Bob has 6 marbles in one pocket and 5 marbles in his hand*
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Write the answer on each line
1. Patty cut out 3 cookies. Mother cut out 9 cookies. In
all there were cookies in the pan.
2. I4ary has 5 kittens and 6 puppies. How many pets has
she?
3. Mother bought a dozen eggs. She used 3 in a cake. She
had eggs left.
4* Bob needs 11 balloons. He has blown up 3* How many more
balloons must he blow up?
5* In playing a game 12 children went to hide. Jane found
9 of the children. She has to find more.
6. Molly had 9 oranges. Mother had 3 oranges. In all there
were oranges.
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Weighing and Measuring. Final Check.
11 12 5 10
±L. ±6 il
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Write the answers on each line.
1. Bob*s kite string is 11 feet long. Dick*s kite string is
6 feet long. Dick*s string is feet shorter
than Bob»s.
2. Betty is 46 inches tall. Billy is 3 inches shorter than
Betty. He is inches tall.
3. My desk is 20 inches high. The table is 4 inches higher
than my desk. It is inches high.
4. The foot stool is very low. It is 6 inches tall. Baby^s
high chair is 2? inches tall. The foot stool is
inches lower than the baby’s chair.
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SCHOOL BANKING
The following are the items from the curriculum which
will be covered under this heading.
Counting by fivers and ten’s to one hundred
Counting, reading and writing numbers to
one hundred
Reading and associating number words from
one to twenty
Problems of one step
Addition and subtraction of the following
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Next week we are going to start school banking. That
means that every Tuesday you can bring some money to put in
the bank. You will have a book that shows how much you put
in each week, and at the end of the term you will be surprised
to see how much money you have saved. You can bring as much
or as little as you want, but it must be a multiple of 5,
that is it must be 5 cents, 10 cents, 35 cents, 60 cents,
ll.OO, $1.25 cents, etc.
Today is our first banking day. Jane what did you bring?
Ten cents. If Jane brings ten cents every week for 5 weeks
what will she have in the bank then? Let*s count by tens and
see. Ten, twenty, thirty, forty, fifty. That^s right.
Mary, what did you bring? $1.00. That is a good start for
your savings account. How many dimes would it take to equal
the dollar that Mary has? Count by tens and see how many
tens make one dollar. Yes, ten tens are the same as one
dollar.
David, what did you bring today? Two dimes and a nickel.
Let*s all count together to see how much David is banking.
Ten, twenty, twenty-five. He is banking 25 cents.
John, what do you have to bank? A quarter. How much is
a quarter? Twenty-five cents. Who is banking the same
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equals a quarter? That is right, two dimes and a nickel
equal twenty-five cents, and a quarter is 25 cents, too.

Write the right answer on each line.
1. Susan took all the pennies out of her bank. She put them
How many pennies did Susan have?
2. Jack took the money out of his bank. He had 7 dimes and
S pennies. How much money did he have?
3. Billy brought 55 cents to bank. His sister brought 60
cents. In all they brought cents.
4* David had 35 cents in the bank. He earned 20 cents more.
How much did he have then?
5. Philip earned 40 cents one week and 25 cents the next week.
Then he had cents to bank.
6. Cynthia had 65 cents. She spent 15 cents and put the
rest in the bank. How much did she bank?
7* Shirley had one dime and 50 pennies to bank.
How much did she bank?
S. James brought 3 dimes one week, 5 dimes the next week and
4 dimes the third week. How many dimes did he bring in
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Write the right answer on each line
1. John brought 2 dimes and a nickel to bank.
How much money did he have?
2. Mary has 40^ in the bank. She brought 4 nickels.
Then she will have cents.
3. Ann brought 7 dimes and a nickel. She has to
bank.
4. Doris has 50^ in the bank. She brought 4 more dimes.
Then she will have
____________
in the bank.
5* Peter had ten pennies and three nickels. How much will
he bank?
6. David has 4 dimes in one pocket and two dimes in another
pocket. How much does he have?
7« Carol has 10 nickels. How much will she bank?
Wayne banked 6 nickels last week and S nickels this week.
How many nickels has he banked?
How much money has he in all?
9. Jack had 12 nickels to bank. He lost 4 nickels. How many
nickels did he have left? How much money did
he put in the bank?
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Write in the missing numbers





















Here are some piles of blocks.
There are 5 blocks in each pile. How many blocks are there?.
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Write the right answer on each line
1* Ruth made a book. She put stories on S pages and pictures
on 4 pages. There were pages in the book.
2. Dick played a game 12 times. He won S times. How many
times did he lose?
3* Billy has 5 cents in one pocket and 6 cents in another
pocket. In all he has cents#
4# Bob wanted a game that cost 12 cents. He had 4 cents.
He needed cents more.
5# Mother bought 12 eggs. She used 3 Tor a cake. How many
were left?
6. Mary made a picture of some fruit. She made 4 oranges
and S apples. How many pieces of fruit v;ere there?
?• Five children were playing ball. Two were boys. The
others were girls. How many were girls?
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Write in the numbers to 100:
\ Si 3
1* Count to 100* Put a number in each box.
2. Count by 2 to twenty. As you say each number, color the
box blue.
3. Count by 5 from 25 to 45- As you say each number, color
the box green.
4. Count by 10 from 50 to 100. As you say each number,
color the box red*
5. Draw a brown ring around each of these numbers.
fifty-six twenty-four eighty-seven
thirty-eight sixty-two forty-three
the number before seventy-seven
the number after ninety-one
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Write the answer on each line
1. There are 6 children in your row. Each one needs two
pieces of paper. How many papers will you need?
2* There are 5 children in each row. Hov/ many books do you
need for 5 rows?
3. Betty is playing red-light. She has to count to 100 by
tens. What numbers will she have to say?
10 100 .
4. Charles has ^ nickels. How much money does he have?
5. Dick had 60 cents. He found a dime. Then he had
cents.
6. There were 10 children at Mary^s party. Each one had two
lollypops. How many lollypops did Mary need?
7. James had saved 9 dimes for the circus. How much money
had James saved?
Peter wanted 9 balloons. They cost 5 cents each. How
much money did Peter need?
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Write the number that comes after each number










, 14 , 27 , 19 , 44
Write the number that comes before each number.
5, 3, g, 6, _



















9 11, 29 31, S5 S7
5.6, , 13, 14, .
,
76, 77, ,
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Draw a ring around the right answers.
Which is more? Which is less?
4 or 16 34 or 40
3 or 1 16 or 16
2 or 7 22 or 12
16 or 31 13 or 31
g or 7 96 or 67
5 or 3 100 or 112
20 or 30 30 or 3
62 or 26 2 or 1
96 or 69 4 or 19
71 or 64 16 or 61
13 or 16 7 or 17
9 or 7 23 or 32
2 or 1 16 or 6
0 or 6 5 or 15
11 or 21 4 or 9
3 or 10 6 or 10
31 or 14 12 or 21
69 or 96 17 or 25
42 or 51 36 or 19
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Banking Final to date
15 8 11 6
zi ik zk ±i
15 8 12 16
zk il zi zi
7 8 5 7
ii il ±2
13 8 7 4
=1 ik ±i ii
12 9 11 15
zl £6 z6 z2
12 5 14 11
zk 42 zk zi
3 11 13 15
±2 zi zk
12 3 6 14
z2 iS 12 zi
5 12 12
ik zl ±Z z2
6 U 9







































































































TRAINS AND TELLING TIME
The following items from the arithmetic curriculum are
included under this heading:
Telling Time
Roman Numerals
Days of the week
The ordinals to ten
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Telling Time
A few minutes ago a bell rang and you came into school*
Why was the bell rung? Because it was time to come in. Yes,
but how did we know it was time? From the clock, yes, but
how do we know the clock is right? Many years ago there were
no clocks like ours. Sally says we can tell time from the
sun. Yes, you have a sun dial near you, don»t you? You look
at it very carefully and tell us all about it tomorrow. If
the sun did not shine would the sun dial be any help? No, so
people worked and worked to make a clock that would tell time
whether there was sun or not; that is how we have the clocks
that we see today.
Why is it so important that we know what time it is?
Let»s go for a walk and keep our eyes open for all the reasons
we need to know the time.
At the station.
Jack said, "Trains must run on time or there may be an
accident.
”
Jimmy added, "My Father must tell time to know when his
train goes. He must watch the clock to know when to
leave home. He must know how long it takes to get to
Boston so he won^t be late for work."
Yes, the bus must leave on time, Jane. Some of you come
on the school bus. Why do you need to know the time? So you
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will not miss the bus. Of course.
We look at the clock many times each day. Let»s list
some of the reasons why it is important t^ know how to tell
time.
1. lii/hen to get up
2. When school starts
3. Lunch time
4. Time to go home
5. Time for dinner
6. Time for a favorite radio program
7. Bed time
Our clock at school has Roman Numerals. We must put the
two kinds of numbers side by side and then we can see how easy




Look at the clock.
Count the numbers on its face. How many are there?
twelve. \i/here is the largest number? At the side, the
or the bottom? Yes, at the top.
How many hands are there? Yes, two.
Are they just the same size? No, one is shorter.
The shorter hand is the hour hand. It moves from one
number to another and tells us the hours. The longer hand has
a long name. It is the minute hand. It points to all the
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little marks between the numbers and it goes all the way
around the clock face while the little hand goes from one
number to another. The long hand always begins at 12. It
tells us about the minutes in each hour.
This clock says 3 clock.
What time do these clocks say? (Pointing to clocks on
blackboard)
bed time school begins noon
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Write the missing numbers on this
clock face.
2, Make the hands on this clock say nine o^ clock.
Make the hour hand red. It is the short hand.
Make the minute hand blue.
It is the long hand.
3. IVhich hand is longer?
Put a line under the right answer.
the minute hand the hour hand
4.
Which hand is shorter?
Put a line under the right answer.
the minute hand the hour hand
5. Where does the hour hand point at 9 o’clock?
6. What time do these clocks say?
7. Where is the long hand in all the clocks?
Where is the short hand in the first clock?
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Sometimes when we look at the clock we see the hands
like this.
The big hand has gone just half way around and points
straight down. Then we say it is half past 2 because the
little hand is past two and the big hand is half way around.
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It takes the minute hand five minutes to go from one
number to the next. If we count by 5*s we will find out how
many minutes it takes the hand to go all the way around the
clock face. It will tell us how many minutes there are in an
hour, because the minute hand goes around the clock face in an
hour.
1. How many minutes are there in an hour?
2. How many minutes are there in half an hour?
3. Counting by 5^s, make this clock
!i
minutes past 6.
4. Make this clock say 20 minutes
past
5. Make this clock say 5 minutes
past 10.
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Draw a line from each clock to the right time.









































1. Baby went to bed at 1 clock for a nap*
She slept 3 hours. What time did she
wake up?
I4ake the clock show the time she woke up.
2. Father *s train gets to Boston at 20 minutes past
He has a ten minute walk to the office.
What time does he get to the office?
3* If father ^s train is 5 minutes late, what time will
it get to Boston?
4. Mother ^s bus goes at half past three.
It is now three o* clock. How long does she have to
shop?
5. Jack rides his bicycle to school. It takes him half an
hour. If he wants to get to
school on time when should he
start? Show your answer on the
clock.
If he starts at twenty minutes
past S will he be late?
6. School ends at fifteen minutes past three.
It takes Jane 20 minutes to walk home.
Make the clock show what time she
will get home.
'\itfhat time does the clock say?
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Some clocks use numbers like these.
I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI
They are called Roman Numerals.
This clock has Roman Numerals.
Find 12 on this clock.
Put a red 0 around it.
Find 4 on this clock.
Put a blue 0 around it.
Find 9 on this clock.
Put a green 0 around it.
Find 6 on this clock.
Put a purple 0 around it.
Find 11 on this clock.
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Look at these numbers carefully. Look at these numbers.
Draw a line between the
numbers that say the same
thing.
1 I 1 IV
2 II 4 VIII
3 III B I
4 IV 11 VII
5 V 3 XI
6 VI 5 III
7 VII 7 X
B VIII 10 V
9 IX 12 IX
10 X 9 XII
11 XI 2 VI
12 XII 6 II

1 2 3 4 5 6
I II III IV V VI
one two three four five six
7 9 10 11 12
VII VIII IX X XI XII
seven eight nine ten eleven twelve
Put the right Roman Numeral on each line.
If you are not sure, look back to see how it is made.
two five seven ten four eight
eleven one nine twelve six three
Put the right Roman Numeral on each line.
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1 2 3 4 5 6
I II III IV V VI
7 9 10 11 12
VII VIII IX X XI XII
Put in the missing numbers*
Put in the clock hands.
Four o’clock Nine o’clock Two o’clock
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Days of the week
Often we measure time in longer periods than are shown on
the clock face. V/e say morning, afternoon, night. Can
anyone think of other ways of measuring time. Yes, day is
one. Look at the calendar on the wall. It may help you
think of another. Month, that*s right; and week is still
another. Each day of the week has its name just as you have
names. The first one is Sunday. Look at the calendar and
tell me the second one. Monday. The third one is Tuesday,
the fourth one is Wednesday, next comes Thursday, then
Friday and the last one is Saturday. Read them again in
order. What is the first day of the week? Sunday is right.
Carol, you come and point to the third day. Now read its
name. Yes, Tuesday. Point to the fifth day, David. Yes,
it is Thursday. What is the seventh day, Sally? Saturday,
good. Now find the fourth day, Peter. Wednesday is right.
The second day, Helen, —Monday. The sixth day is the day
we bring our milk money. What day is that, Jimmy?
Yes, it is Friday. How many days are there in a week?
Seven, yes.
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Look at the days of the week.
Write the name of the day on each black line.
1. The fifth day is
.
2. The second day is
.
3* We do not go to school on the seventh day. It is
4. is the first day.
5. The day before Wednesday is
.
6. The day before Saturday is •
7* is the fourth day of the week,
S* The day after Thursday is •
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Here are some butterflies. How many can you count?
Color the first one black and yellow.
Color the fourth one light green.
Color the sixth one brown and orange.
Color the second one blue.
Color the seventh one violet.
Color the third one yellow.
Color the fifth one light brown.
Here are some numbers.
12 34 6 25 62 91 4^ 53
1. The third one is
.
2. The seventh one is
.
3. The tenth one is
.
4. The largest one is
.
5. The eighth one is
.
6. The ninth one is
.
7* The smallest one is
.
77 S9
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Here are some balloons
Color the first balloon green.
Color the second balloon red.
Color the third balloon blue.
The fourth balloon is yellow.
Color the fifth balloon orange.
Mark yes or no.
1. Is the first balloon as high as the red balloon?
2. Is the third balloon as high as the fourth balloon?
3 . Is the second balloon the lowest of all?
4* Is the orange balloon highest of all?
3 . Is the fifth balloon higher than the third balloon?
6. Is the fourth balloon lower than the second balloon?
7* Is the first balloon higher than the fifth one?
I-, ;
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First Second Third Fourth Fifth
Draw a line to the right ending.
1. The kitten is third
2. The engine is second
3 . The boat is fourth
4 . The bear is fifth
5 . The dog is first
1. Color the first toy brown.
2. Color the fourth toy black.
3 . Color the second toy yellow.
4* Color the third toy blue.
5 . Color the fifth toy green.
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THE POST OFFICE
The following items from the arithmetic outline are
included under this heading.
Problems of one step
Addition and subtraction of the following:
7 9 16 16
i2 iZ =1 zZ
9 5 14 14
i2 zl zl
6 7 13 13
iZ 16 =1 zL
9 17 17
12 M =2 zi
4 9 13 13
12 lit =2 zit
7 4 11 11
lit iZ dt zZ
B ofic'' :^lO'f7 r.niSiJ'i
3i7.f:£?B3ri alri^ bni; fcob;r/orr.r:






















Yesterday we went to the Post Office. Philip, what are
some of the things we saw. Where the letters come in; how
they are stamped; the big bags for packages; the little boxes
where the mail men sort the mail for our houses; the window
where the man sells stamps and where people mail packages;
the safe where the stamps are kept. They have a scale where
they weigh packages, too. Why do they weigh the packages?
Yes, it costs more to send a big package than it does to send
a little one. It costs more to send it far away, too, than to
send it to Boston.
What else does the man at the window do besides weighing
packages? Yes, he sells stamps. He sells air mail stamps,
too. Sometimes he sells envelopes.
Can you think of another place in the Post Office where
numbers are very important? Yes, of course, where the mail
men sort the mail for your houses. What is the number of your
house, Carol? Twenty-eight. John, you live on the same
street, what is your number? Thirty-two. He must know the
numbers so he can leave the mail at the right houses.
Here is a letter which came through the mail. VJhere are
numbers used on it? Yes, the street address 354 is one place.
Look carefully, can you find another? Up near the stamp there
is a round circle. Do you remember the machine that stamped
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the letters at the post office? It stamps the round postmark
at the same time that it draws lines through the stamp so it
cannot be used again. Look at the postmark. It tells v/here
the letter was mailed. V/hat else does it say? Yes, it gives
the date and the time of day. This letter says March 21, 194^,
6 p.m. P. M. means after noon time, so the letter was stamped
at 6 o*clock on the afternoon of March twenty-first. Ask
your mother if she has a letter at home that you may have.
Look to see when it was mailed and vdiether it was in the
morning or the afternoon.
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Write the answer on each line
1. Billy went to the Post Office. He wanted three 3-cent
stamps. How much money did he need?
2. Billy gave the man ten cents. How much change did he get?
3 . Ann mailed two packages for mother. She had to pay ^ cents
for one and 9 cents for the other. How much did she have
to pay in all?
4 . Joe needed 12 cents to mail a package. He had S cents.
How much more must he have?
5 . Betty has 14 cards. She has stamps for nine of them. How
many more stamps must she buy?
6. Peter »s package weighs 13 pounds. Sally *s weighs S pounds.
Which package is heavier? How much heavier?
7 . The mailman takes the mail bags to the train. It takes him
ten minutes to get there. If he leaves the Post Office
at eight o» clock what time will he get to the station?
3. Can the mailman in story 7 get the mail on a train that
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Write the answer on each line.
1. Jane mailed 5 cards on Wednesday and 7 cards on Thursday.
How many did she mail in all?
2. Dick got four letters one week and six the next week. How
many letters did Dick get?
3. Father got 12 letters in the morning and 7 letters in the
afternoon. How many more letters did he get in the
morning than in the afternoon?
4. Judy bought 14 stamps. She used all but five of them.
How many did she use?
5. The mail man found 7 letters in the mail box one day and
9 letters the next day. How many did he find both days?
6. Helen *s package cost 3 cents. Nancy ^s package cost 7 cents.
How much did they both cost?
7. The mail man brought 9 letters to the radio station
Monday morning and 5 more in the afternoon. How many
letters did he bring on Monday?
3 » The man in the Post Office sold 11^ stamps in the morning
and 73 stamps in the afternoon. He sold more
stamps in the morning than in the afternoon.
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Write the answer on each line.
The children went to the Post Office to mail their packages.
They each had 13 cents.
1. Dick»s package cost 7 cents. He had left.
2. Caroles package cost 4 cents. She had left.
3. Stephen's package cost 9 cents. He had left.
4« David *s package cost 6 cents. He had left.
5. Sally ^s package cost 5 cents. She had left.
Some other people went to the Post Office the same day.
1. Bob^s stamps cost 9 cents. He had 16 cents. He had
cents left.
2. Judy^s stamps cost 7 cents. She had 16 cents, too.
She had cents left.
3# Mrs. Brownes package cost 9 cents and Mrs. Hill^s
package cost 7 cents. Together they cost cents
Helen had 24 cents. She spent 12 cents for stamps.
How much did she have left?
4 .

Post Office Check Sheet
7 13 11 9 17 4
±2 =1 dt ii z2 ±2
9 13 5 16 9 13
ik ±2 z2 M z2
7 14 9 17 7 11
i6 iZ dt zZ
16 6 4 13 14
=1 +7 iZ dt i2 z2

Write the answer on each line
1. Jim caught 11 fish. Some he threw back because they were
too small. He kept ?• How many did he throw back?
2. Polly has 4 cents. Dick has 7 cents. Together they have
cents.
3. Mary has 5 cents in one hand. She has 9 cents in the
other hand. In all she has cents.
4« Ann cut 11 roses. She gave 4 to Betty. She has
roses left.
5. Jack colored 9 horses black. He colored 5 horses brovm.
How many horses did he color in all?
6. Nan has 7 pencils at school. She has 4 pencils in her
pocket. In all she has pencils.
7« Jack»s father had 14 horses. He sold 5 horses. Then he
had horses left.
S. Susan had 14 cents. She bought a boat for 9 cents. How
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Write the answer on each line
1. Sally earned 9 cents one day and ^ cents the next day.
How much did she earn in all?
2. Bob got 7 eggs in the morning and six eggs at night.
How many eggs did he get in all?
3. Mary had 13 cents. She lost 6 pennies. How many does she
have left?
4. There were 17 steps on the ladder. Bob climbed 9 steps.
How many more steps did he have to go?
5. Ann made S paper dolls. Betty made 9 paper dolls. How
many dolls did they make in all?
6. The string of Jack*s balloon was 6 feet long. He tied on
another string 7 feet long. Then his balloon string was
feet long.
7. Ted earned 13 cents. Henry earned 7 cents. Ted earned
cents more than Henry.
Dick wanted 17 boats. He had S boats. How many more did
he have to get?
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Write the answer on each line
1. Mary had some paper dolls. Four blew away. She had 9
left. How many did she have at first?
2. Jean has 13 pieces of candy. Ann has 9 pieces. How
much less candy has Ann than Jean?
3. Jack made 7 toy ducks. Bob made 9 toy ducks. How many
did they make together?
4. Dick had 16 cents. He gave 7 cents to Jane. How much
did he have left?
5. Tom made 9 dogs. How many more must he make to have
16 dogs?
6. Nine boys were playing ball. Four more came. Then there
were boys.
7. Thirteen boys were playing ball. Four had to go home.
How many v/ere left?
Sally made 9 cookies in one pan. She made 7 cookies in
another pan. How many cookies were there in all?
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Final Check - Post Office*
11 9 14 17 13 16 7
zk il =1 z6 zZ ii
7 13 16 11 9 13 7
z2 z2 =1 dt ±2
6 13 14 4 9
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The following items from the curriculum are included
under this heading.
Measurement: quart, pint, dozen
Comparisons: many-few
Problems of one step
Addition and subtraction of the following
:
9 2 11 11 6 12 9 16
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The Store
How many of you like to go to the store? What do you
get at the store, Wayne? Bread, milk, and other groceries
for Mother. What a nice helper you are. How does the bread
come? In a loaf, doesn^t it? And what about milk, how do
you buy that? In bottles, yes. Are all the bottles the same
size? This is the size you usually get, isn^t it? (holding
up a quart bottle) Let’s see what it says on it right here;
”one quart.” That means that this bottle holds one quart of
milk. Now look at this bottle. It is smaller and on it we
see the words, ”one pint.” Then this bottle holds one pint of
milk. Here is another one just like it.
Sandy, you fill the quart bottle with water and let’s see
if all of it will go in these two pint bottles. Pour care-
fully so as not to spill any. There, one pint is filled.
’•Vhat about the other one? Yes, that is filled, too. Then
one quart is the same as how many pints? Yes, two. Let’s
write it this way: 1 quart - 2 pints.
Now let’s try putting two pints into one quart. Helen
you take one pint bottle of water and empty it into the
quart bottle and Jimmy, you do the same with the other pint
jar. What happens? It just fills it. Then we can write:
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David, your father has a chicken farm* He sells eggs,
doesn^t he? Does he sell them by the pound, like butter?
No, he sells them by the dozen, doesn’t he? How many are
there in a dozen? Here is an egg box with little pockets for
the eggs. Let’s count and see how many eggs will go in this
box. It will hold twelve. Now let’s look at this box. It is
a different kind. How many eggs will it hold? Twelve. Then
a dozen eggs must be 12 eggs, because right here on the box
it says one dozen.
1 dozen - 12
Cynthia, you often go to the store, too. V/hat do you
buy? Candy, and sometimes ice cream. How many pennies have
you today? Three, that is just a few, isn’t it? John, you
had a lot of pennies for the cafeteria. Let’s count and see
how many you have, 1—2
—
3 20. That is a lot of pennies,
isn’t it? Hov/ many more you have than Cynthia does. It is
fun to have money to spend, isn’t it? And I am sure we all
like to go into the Ten Cent Store. There are so many things
to see. What would you buy if you had ten cents, Jimmy?
Some marbles. Jane, what would you like? A ball. Peter,
what about you? A boat for the summer.
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Here is a toy store window. Let’s look at the things in
it and see what these children are going to buy.
Each of the children had a dime.
1. I'4ary bought a big ball. Her change was
2. Jack bought a boat. His change was
3 . Bob bought an airplane. His change was
4* Sally bought a bus. Her change was
1. James bought a boat and a top. He paid cents.
2. Ann wanted a balloon and a little ball. She needed
cents.
3 . George wanted a car and a big ball. He needed cents.
4« David bought an airplane and a big ball. He paid
cents.
1. Peter has 11 cents. If he buys an airplane, how much will
he have left?
2. Jim and Judy each bought an airplane. Together they
spent cents.
3 . Polly and Carol each bought a big ball. Together they
spent cents.
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4. Helen wants an airplane. She has ^ cents. How much
more does she need?

V/rite the answer on each line
1.
Wayne went to the store. He bought bread for 16 cents
and a can of soup for 11 cents. How much did he spend?
2. Mother got some canned goods for 46 cents and some fruit
for 42 cents. How much did she spend?
3 . Charles paid #1.49 for meat and $.^4 for vegetables.
How much more did the meat cost than the vegetables?
4* Shirley spent 97 cents yesterday and 94 cents today. How
much more did she spend yesterday than today?
5* Peter had 9 cents to spend and Sally had S cents.
Together they had cents.
6. Mary had 75 cents. She spent 63 cents. How much did she
have left?
7 . Mother paid 9^ cents to the milk man and 42 cents to the
paper boy. In all she paid cents.
George earned 17 cents last week. This week he earned 9
cents. He got cents more last week than this
week.
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Write the answer on each line
1. Jim had 11 papers to sell. He has two left. How many
papers did he sell?
2. Mother bought a dozen eggs. She used six of them. There
were left*
3* Sue had a bag of peanuts. She gave 2 to the monkeys and
ate 9 herself. How many did she have in all?
4* Jill had 9 cents. She earned two more pennies. Then she
had cents*
5. Jim and Judy were twins. They were 6 years old. They
each had a cake with six candles on it. How many
candles were there in all?
6. There were 1^ tulips in the yard. The children picked
9 of them. How many tulips were left?
7. Dick had 11 peanuts. He gave 9 to the monkeys and the
rest to the elephant. He gave peanuts to the
elephant.
S. Sally has a new book. She has read 9 pages. There are
9 more pages to read. How many pages are there in all?
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line under the right answer.
Which is more?
I quart 3 pints
II 1 dozen
two quarts 3 pints
Mark yes or n£
A quart is the same as two pints.
There are 12 eggs in a dozen.
Three pints are the same as one quart.
Half a dozen is 7
Look at the boxes of stars.
Color the stars in the box with fewer stars.
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